A VNS Health Management Services Organization product
VNS Health HELPS

Consistent and Accurate Recommendations for Personal Care Service Hours

VNS Health HELPS is a fast and easy-to-use tasking tool, that automates personal care recommendations with the highest level of accuracy and assurance.

HELPS optimizes personal care planning for members, saving your team valuable time and expense by delivering precise, data-driven results.
Functional Risk Analytics
Save Time and Improve Performance

HELPS uses a proprietary algorithm to analyze Uniform Assessment System results and to generate the most reliable, consistent recommendations for personal care hours.

With HELPS, your team can create individualized care plans using trusted, clinical evidence to help make the best personal care decisions for members.

- **Fast and powerful** tasking tool enables your team to create extremely accurate PCS plans in less time
- **Evidence-based recommendations** reduce subjectivity and standardize outcomes that more accurately match member needs
- **Consistent, reliable results** for stronger alignment of risk scores to PM/PM utilization
- **Custom reporting** to track and manage program performance

+70,000 Authorizations
VNS Health HELPS has successfully guided thousands of consistent, evidence-based personal care evaluations.

To learn more about VNS Health HELPS and other professional solutions for your health care organization, call 888-682-1380 or email solutions@vnshealth.org
About VNS Health Professional Solutions

Our partners rely on VNS Health for today’s most advanced care management and optimization strategies.

Through a range of custom business tools and value-based care models, we help successful health care organizations to reduce the complexity and the overall cost of home-based care, while improving quality outcomes for the people they serve.

To learn more about VNS Health HELPS and other professional solutions for your health care organization, call 888-682-1380 or email solutions@vnshealth.org

VNS Health

The future of care. The comfort of home.

HOME CARE • PERSONAL CARE • HOSPICE CARE
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH • HEALTH PLAN
CARE MANAGEMENT • COMMUNITY OUTREACH
PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS